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1 Introduction

Recent experiments of Mergel et al . [1, 2, 3] have awaken a new
wave of interest into the transfer ionization (TI) reactions with fast
projectile protons on the helium atom

+ e~. (1)

Using the COLTRIMS technique, the momenta of fragments have been
measured in coincidence for the first time, and with high resolution, so
that the experiment was kinematically complete. The momentum of
He*+ and the polar and azimuthal scattering angles of the outgoing H
atom were measured so that many types of differential cross sections
could be obtained.

It is widely believed that a target electron can be captured by a
fast-passing proton if their velocities are equal and parallel: one then
talks of resonant capture. This conceptual approach led to the so-
called Thomas capture mechanisms in which a target electron, after
a first collision with the projectile proton, gets the suitable velocity
value, and, after a second collision with either the other target elec-
tron or with the residual ion, it finally gets the necessary direction to
be captured [4]. Such mechanisms correspond to the Thomas peaks
in the single differential cross sections which were observed at the pre-
dicted scattering angles and projectile energies [1]. However, these
well-understood peaks are much smaller in magnitude and situated in
a well-defined but different angular domain than the main peak ob-
served by Mergel et al . This paper is dedicated to a first step analysis
in the interpretation of this new peak.

Since all classical capture mechanisms are not sufficient to describe
the cross section observed at small scattering angles [1, 2, 3], we have
to turn to pure quantum (off-shell) effects to find an explanation.
A quantum approach attributes quantum probabilities to different
processes: one can therefore leave aside the strict demand of the par-
allel motion of fragments with equal velocities and traditional theories
for electron capture in high-energy ion-atom collisions can be consid-
ered. In this respect it is clear from the early studies [5] that the
simple approximations are not able to properly describe the capture



process. For example, the long range character of particles interac-
tions has to be taken into account through distorted waves rather
than plane waves. Also, there is the question of when to interrupt
the Born series. These and other important issues dealing with the
interaction mechanisms are separated from the question of the descrip-
tion of the target ground state which is generally supposed to be of the
Hartree-Fock type. However, (e, 1e) and especially (e, 3e) experiments
on atoms have demonstrated the essential role played by the electron-
electron correlation in the target ground state: simple Hartree-Fock
wave functions are not good enough.

In the present paper, we use the Pole Approximation (PA) for
proton-atom collision in order to compare the influence of the ini-
tial state wave function and we shall consider both uncorrelated and
correlated versions. The PA provides us with the most transparent
physical picture of the scattering process. The experimental incident
proton (projectile) energies are in the range Ep = 0.15 — 1.4 MeV
[1, 2, 3]. If we prove that the PA is dominant reaction mechanism in
this energy domain, we can use this simple model to substantiate TI
reaction like the new and effective tool for the angular spectroscopy
of electron-electron correlations in the target atom. So, the main aim
of this paper is to check up this statement.

Atomic units will be used throughout the paper.

2 Theory

To realize the program formulated above, we write down the exact
matrix element of the TI reaction in the prior form:

T=<^Q\VpHe[l + G(E)Vout]\^out(k,pH,K) > . (2)

In (2) Pp is the proton momentum, k the momentum of the escaped

electron, рн the hydrogen momentum, К the ion momentum, VPHE =
Vpei+Vpe2 + VNp and G(E) - (Е-П+ге)'1 is the total Green function.
The final state wave function |Фо„( > satisfies the equation

t>=0 (3)



with Vout being the potential in the final state. The choice of this po-
tential is rather arbitrary and a matter of physical model. We choose
it like Vffut = Vee + V/vP to keep in a simple way all necessary sym-
metries. In this particular case |Фоиг > presents the wave function of
two non-interacting electrons in the field of two moving charged cen-
ters [6]. This function is quite complex, therefore we consider only its
symmetrized asymptotic form

+ (1 *» 2)] (4)

with

р _ _, _,
- - ; ppi = Tp — Ti\ т = loJo.lo is proton mass,

and, consequently,

_ ^ _
= M , -, ; Рлг» = гм-Ъ] М « 4m .

Also it is possible to show that at rather large proton velocity vp,

N « 1/v^.
All terms which really can present more or less direct information

on a target atom wave function [7] are contained in the first Born term
(FBA) of (2). Any additional rescattering in the second or higher Born
terms disperses the valuable information on the target wave function
because of an integration over its coordinates. The FBA with the
function (4) takes the form

TFBA = -47ГЧ/2 / ^ ^H^ [F(q; 0; k)+F(vp-x; -vp+q+x; k)
J (,^7TJ \Vp 9 •E\

-2F(vp-x;0;k)}, (5)

where

-^-^-^k, г-2)Ф0(г-ь faj



In (5) q = рн — Pp is the transferred momentum, and tilde means the
momentum representation. The hydrogen wave function satisfies the
Schrodinger equation

ПТ —4"7Г
ЦХ - ( ~*\ (*7\

O«r-\il rt? ^?/ \ 2. * ' ^ '

whose normalized solution is well known:

., ,*>_ 8^

From (5) and (8) we obtain

;*). (9)

It is the first term in the sum (5) which presents the PA. This term
can be displayed in a diagram form:

JH

He

Figure 1: The diagram image of the Pole Approximation

What is the transferred momentum vector q ? According to the
momentum and energy conservation we have the following equations
in the laboratory coordinate system:

^ + £ + « f=0 , (10)



РН , k-

In (10) and (11) Ege = -2.903 and Eg = -0.5. For conveniency we
put Q = Ege - Eg = -2.403.

In the experiment Ep = 0.15 -4- 1.4 MeV, i.e. vp = 2.45 -r 7.49. At
the same time the measured transferred and ion momenta are of the
order of a few atomic units at super small angles вр — 0.1 4- 0.5 mrad,
which allows one to neglect K2/2M and g2/2m in (11), because of
very large masses т and M. We have to emphasize that one can do it
only at very small scattering angles Op when the interaction between
the proton and the ion takes place practically due to a transferred
electron. As a result of these approximations we have

If we choose the z axis along the vector vp, then q— (q±, qz) with

and gj_ ~ mvpdp. So, the momentum of the transferred (captured)
electron is

p, 0, qz]. (14)

3 Results and Discussion

We used the correct eq. (9) for calculations of the singly differential
cross section

which was measured by the HSB experimental team [1]. Three differ-
ent helium wave functions were taken for calculations:
- the simplest Hylleraas function [8]

Фо(гьгУ = — е-
/(Г1+Ч Z = 27/16

7Г



(we refer to it as Ну);
- the best function of Bonham and Kohl [9] (number 17, referred to
as BK);
- non-coupled twelve-component correlated variational function [10]
(referred to as CPV) generated specially for this paper.

We remind that to get the non-coupled correlated variational func-
tion the set of helium coordinates

s = ri + r2, v = r12/(n + r2), w = (n

-.is used instead of the well-known Hylleraas set

s — n + r2, t — ri — rz, и — r12 = |r\ -

The helium wave function takes the form

with

In (17)

Ui(s) = Nie-°'sLl(2aiS), Vj(v) =

W2k(w) = NzkP$l

- 1),

(16)

(17)

\ 2(2Jfc
(18)

are the normalization constants, L\ are the generalized Laguerre poly-

nomials, PJ are the Jacobi polynomials and a;; are the variational
parameters. With only a single parameter a the basis functions are
orthonormal:

Г s5Un(s)Um(s)ds = 5n>m, Г v2Vn(v)Vm(v)dv = 6n,m,
J и •* U

/о'(1 - w2)W2n(w)W2m(w)dw = 8n,m.

In the CPV function the only parameter a — 1.7 « \/—E^e is used
which determines amount 12 of terms in (16).



Figure 2: Singly differential cross section do/d9p for the reaction p + He —> Я 4- е 4-
Яе++ at four different proton energies. The experimental points are taken from [1]

We would like to focus our attention on a few features of the con-
sidered reaction. Firstly, the value vp ~ 7 on the upper limit of proton
energies allows one to consider the velocity vp as a large parameter.
But even the proton energy Ep = 1.4 MeV is not large enough to con-
sider it as asymptotically large. Secondly, one can easily show that
for the simplest Ну function the value F(q; 0; k) ~ vp~

4. More cor-
related wave functions give the same order of magnitude. However,
if we estimate another FBA, or SBA terms in (2), or calculate more
carefully the two-center function |Ф0!4< > in (4), then we can see that
these additional terms are of the same order as TPA- This means that
even for asymptotically large vp the term TPA does not approximate
the experiment.

The manifestation of these features we just observe on Fig.2. It
is evident that: 1) absolute peak values even at Ep = 1.4 MeV are
approximately 6 times higher than the experiment; 2) the peaks of



calculated curves are noticably shifted to the side of smaller angles вр\
3) experimental points after peak fall down much slower than calcu-
lations.

Of course, the results of calculations differ for correlated and non-
correlated helium wave functions, but for both cases the coincidence
to the experiment is very poor. This means that to describe the ex-
periment we have to factor out and sum up all terms of the order vp~

4

and, perhaps, vp~
5. But in this case the reaction p + A —>• H + e + A++

is no longer useful for the purposes of angular spectroscopy of the
electron-electron correlations in target atom.
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Рассмотрена гипотеза о том, что реакцию р +Не-> Н + Не++ +е при сверх-
малых углах рассеяния водорода можно использовать для целей угловой спек-
троскопии электронных корреляций в мишени. Показана несостоятельность
этой гипотезы.
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On the Study of the Transfer lonization Reactions
at Super Small Scattering Angles

The hypothesis that the reaction p +He-> H + He+" +e at super small scatter-
ing angles of hydrogen can be used for purposes of the angular spectroscopy
of electron-electron correlations in the target is considered. It is shown that this
hypothesis is insolvent.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Information Tech-
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